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Literacy and awareness of segmental' structure in adult learners

Dave.Bartop,
Department.of Linguist' s,
University of Lancast

-England.

qr
Most people learning to read in the world are children and most

.research on reading is.on children's reading. Theories concerned

with learning to reed are essentially theories of children's

reading.
Ix c

However, many adults do learn to read, both in our culture where.

there are schemes for those who have 'fallen through the riet' and
,

those learning a second language; and in other societies where

adults are learning for the first,time. Methods and materials

for adults are often dekigned on the basis of theories and

assumptions that derive from child research. There has been

little research on adults' abilities, .consequently our knowledge

of adults fills between general research on adults who are literate

and these theories of learningto read which are conceived, for

children.

One ability which is seen as- important when learning to read is

awareness of language. In general we are able to ,become aware of

many aspects of our linguistic functioning; this awareness serves

many uses, ranging from spontaneous self-correction in speech to

sophisticated punning and joke telling. This wide range of abilities

can'be referred to as metal4nguistic awareness. Specific types

of metalinguistic awareness are seen as prerequisites for .learning
a '

to read. Studies of children's ability to reflectwhen approach-

ing to the task of learning to read refer to a 'cognitive con-

fusion' which has to transform into a 'cognitive clarity' in order
o

for the children to master the skill of reading. One aspect of
/

this which has been widely researchedvan children is knowledge

of the units of language. For example, studies have found that

children at early stages of learning to read are not clear about

the concepts 'word'; 'sound', getter'. They often cannot ad-

equately define these words and willaccept concrete nouns as
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words, while rejecting-function words such as'!of' and 'the'.

Such children usually cannot say how many wards there eke in -a

sentence, nor tap accurately for eacFWord spoken. They have

problems breaking sentences into words and words into syllables

a
,s_

.and sound segments; for exaMple, °the:37May treat noun sn phrases uch

as 'a drink' as one unit._

In these studies adults are assumed_to be able to carry out the

tasks perfectlyThe-child research astuAts a baselihe of per-

fect segmentation in adults. Adults are seen as lterate, while

children are seen as acquiring literacy. But what of adults who

-cannot read? What metalinguistic knowledge can one assume when

teaching an adult to read? Further, what is the source of such

---awareness-and' does-it-relate to general cognitive-development;

to schooling, or specifically to the act of learning to read?

It is these questions that we are.addressing in our research.

(Further details are aiven.fn Barton & Hamilton, 1980 and

Hamilton &.Barton, 1980.)

Our subjects -were adults recently enrolled in classes at a

learnina centre in San Francisco, California. We wereoprirda-fily,

interested in those with reading levelsup to,fourth grade,.; As

a Control group similar in background and years of schooling, we

also studied 'adults with higher levels of literacy who were

attending the centre. Our subjects, themwere,schooled adults

0140 in a literate culture. -

They were 60 monolingual adults; they had a minimum age of 18

years; they had been educated in the U.S. and had not attended

school beyond high school They were interviewed within one

month of enrolling in adult education according to their reading

level. Their grade equivalent reading levels were as follows:

. Basic level (20 subjects) 1.0 - 3.9 mean 2.7

Medium level (20 subjects) 4.0 - 7.3 mean 5.8

High level (20 subjects) 7.5 - 12.0 mean 9.1
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We were interested in their metalinguistic awarenegs. The data

were collected by means of structured Oral interviews, Which

were conducted individually. The interviews contained items

concerned with segmentation abilities, word definitions and

knowledge of graphiCitems, as well as attitudes to literacy

and knowledge of languages. Here I will talk only about the

parts-of-.the interview tliat deal w.ah segmentation abilities;

'I will refer to this as segmental awareness.

The method for this part consisted of_sayinga sentence to the

student such as .
Everything'sgoina to be different and 0

asking them to first repeat it word for woz1d; then say it one

word at a time; then count the number of Words; and'break

certain -words and phrases into smaller units. In this example

they were asked to break 'everything' into parts and 'di fferent'

into parts.

There.were six,such. sentences. The words we examined included: r.

words with an ambiguous number of syllables such as

Idifferentl.and 'family'. 'Family:, is typically spoken

with two syllablesbut written with three. This has been

sttidied in children.
ro

- words composed of words, such as 'myself' and 'always'

- words and phrases beginning witha schwa - 'around',\

'enough', 'a'lot'. The idea of investigating these two

categories came from an examination of students' written

work.

phrases with a unitary meaning,, such as 'more or less';

and prepositional phrases, noun phrases, auxilary verbs

and contractions.

What did we find? Turning to the results, we can see whether°

adults have problems with segmentAion a nd we can examine whether

this is a function\Of literacy level. In the table-we start with

an overall measure, \Segmental awareness, which_was_calculated-from

the sixty-two instanc s where subjects were likely to exhibit



difficulties with segmentation or :wake errors of segmentation.

It is-clear lhat adults do make errors of segme'ntal awareness

and the number of errors they make is a function of literacy

level:

Overall segmental awareness

Mean 'number Of

errors per subject

basic medium high sig.level

7,40. p .001

Components of segmental awareness.

-Percentage of errors.for-each.comPcnent

Errors identifying number
of words in phrases.
Identifying specific words

ih a sentence.
Errors segmenting, sentenced
into words.
Difficulty syllabifying
multi - syllabic wcifda.-
Forgetting part of a

sentence.
Difficulty breakihg mono-
syllabic words into parts.
Diffigulty repeating sentence
word for .word.
Inconsistency in.'

segmentation.
Difficulty slowing
down.
Difficulty counting
number of words.
Errors in counting
limber-of words-.
Difficulty giying first
sound in words.

basic

52.5

32.0

22.0

medium
,.

. 41.3

12.0

19.3:-

high

17.5'.

16.0

12.0

sig.level

p .001

p .001

p .005

-3,00 18.0 8.0 p .025

10.0 7.5 L 1.7 '''p .02_ ,

50.0 35.0 32.5. n.s.

t1.2 _____0.8 0.8 n.s.

. 23.3 23.3 11.7 n.s.

16.7 16.7 18.3 n.s.

16.7 11.7 18.3 n.s.

-°15.0 6.6 15.0 : n.s.

10.0 21.3 15.0 , n.s.
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Let us look more closely at these results, by looking at the.-
,

type Of errors that were made. The overall measure was composed

of twelve distinct tasks or components. Looking at the results

for these, some vary with literacy level while others



Thus, identifying a specific word, such as the first word or- \

the sixth word, was much more difficult'for the non-literates

--than the 1-iterates (The second component in the, table.) In

geneaL the tasksi*hibh -gave more difficulty for the non-

literates can be characterised as those where the task involved

identifying,units 'within units, whether it be words within sentences

or syllables within words. Usually, the smaller the-unit being

broken into parts, the greater the difficulty. An exception to

this was giving the first sound in words: This apart, if we

look at the nature of these tasks we see that the difficult tasks

involve skills which are most soecifically associated with literacy;

in the sense that they are activities that people engage in

primarily when reading and writing.

Other tasks wereegullydifficult for literates and non-literates

alike. These were problems 'such as, counting the_number of ,words

in- a-- sentence and experiencing difficUlties slowing down to'say

ct-a.sentence oneword at a time. Thtsitgave.a similar level of 4,

errors in all groups. These tasks which showed no differendes,

although related to literacy, are ones which can be seen as_aspects

of more general skills; memory; attention, etc. The existence

of tasks where errors are made but where there is no difference

between they groups suggests-that in some ways the subjects were

functioning at similar levels; it supports our "contention that

.
other difficulties, such as identifying units within units, can

be associated specifically with literacy. (These results are

discussed in greater depth in Barton & Hamilton, 1980.)

We now turn to look at the content of one of these componentS,

the specific errors that adults make when segmenting sentences

into, words. Firstly, these are not random errors or 'slips of

the mind'; specific types of errors are found, and they-turn up

-consistently. Typical errors are treating ,'myself' as two words

or 'today' as two words. We refer to_these-errOrs-es-conventionaI--

errors - where an element of orthographic arbitrarines enters into

the decision as to whether or not the form should be written as
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one word. Even among the non-literate adults there were very

few examih.es of other errors of segmentation into words.,
. _

Iwant'to take this result as an example, of. our data and examine

whit the implications of this are for, our knowledge of adults'

abilities.

Why do such errors"bccur? ..Re can best_an swer this question by'

looking at the criteria which are normally used when' analyzing

speech. The task) we set our subjects is similar to that which

linguists face. Linguists decide :/,:f a sequence of speech in a

language constitutes a word by combining grammatical information

with the fact of whether the form can .occur freely in a sentence

or whether it is always bound to another-form. It is not alWays

a simple matter,to apply these criteria--One-of--the--places a%
\

-T-1
linguist would experience diffibulty sin segmenting the English

language into words is precisely with cases producing the errors

of convention mentioned above. These exist as problems because
o

the grammatical information and the distributional criteria do

not give a clear-cut solution to the particular segmentation

problem. Thus, in)making conventional errors, our subjects are'

grappling with the same prOblems of segmentation which linguists

typically find difficult. That our subjects made few other...errors

suggests that they utilize the distributional criteria and the

grammatical inforniation of the language correctly; to this ex-
.

tent they demonstrate'awareness of the segmental structure of

the language.

In as. far as we can compare the results:of the non-literate adults

with the errors reported for' children, we can seethat,there are

qualitative differences in the segmental awareness of children

and adults. The segmental errors adu],ts make are predominantly

-the-conirentionaIones. A wider'-,range of errors is found with

children: Children-make conventional errors - they have to

learn the conventions but they_also_make-other types-of errors,

like collapsing a drip into one unit, memtioned earlier. In
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phis situation- children are failing to apply grammatical

information efficiently. If children genuinely, regard these

phrases as a single-Unit:then they have a problem of segmental

awareness which may interfere with their learning too

0

This difference between children and adults is an example of_'

the different knowledge which children and adults bring to the

task of learning to'read. Adults are more sophisticated in

their segmental awareness. They do not liave perfect'segmentation

abilities but they can correctly use their linguistic knowledge.

to weak sentences into words. Children's ability to make their

linguistic knowledge accessible however, is still developing.

To answer our ortdinal.guestions, adults learning to read do

__differ from children learning to read in their awareness of

-language. Adults differ gualitatively fromchildren in the

knowledge and abilities that they bring to the.task of learning,

to read, and such differences need to be__taken-into-adaount

when designing-materials for adults. Among adUlts, .there are

wide'differences in the extent to which their language is access-

ible to reflection. Some aspects of these differences Which I have

given examples of, are related to their level of literacy.
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